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1 CCF omponents

Name of CCF VALDATE EVALDATE List of Bloks CAL XSCS

(start of val. period) (end of validity period) hanged VERSION ag

EMOS1 CTI 0008 1999-12-10T00:00:00 2000-07-15T12:00:00 CTI EXTENDED al 3.147+ NO

EMOS1 CTI 0009 2000-07-15T12:00:01 2000-11-09T12:00:00 CTI EXTENDED al 3.147+ NO

EMOS1 CTI 0010 2000-11-09T12:00:01 2001-04-18T00:00:00 CTI EXTENDED al 3.147+ NO

EMOS1 CTI 0011 2001-04-18T00:00:01 2001-08-18T00:00:00 CTI EXTENDED al 3.147+ NO

EMOS1 CTI 0012 2001-08-18T00:00:01 2001-09-26T22:00:00 CTI EXTENDED al 3.147+ NO

EMOS1 CTI 0013 2001-09-26T22:00:01 2001-11-25T12:00:00 CTI EXTENDED al 3.147+ NO

EMOS1 CTI 0014 2001-11-25T12:00:01 CTI EXTENDED al 3.147+ NO

EMOS2 CTI 0008 1999-12-10T00:00:00 2000-07-15T12:00:00 CTI EXTENDED al 3.147+ NO

EMOS2 CTI 0009 2000-07-15T12:00:01 2000-11-09T12:00:00 CTI EXTENDED al 3.147+ NO

EMOS2 CTI 0010 2000-11-09T12:00:01 2001-04-18T00:00:00 CTI EXTENDED al 3.147+ NO

EMOS2 CTI 0011 2001-04-18T00:00:01 2001-08-18T00:00:00 CTI EXTENDED al 3.147+ NO

EMOS2 CTI 0012 2001-08-18T00:00:01 2001-09-26T22:00:00 CTI EXTENDED al 3.147+ NO

EMOS2 CTI 0013 2001-09-26T22:00:01 2001-11-25T12:00:00 CTI EXTENDED al 3.147+ NO

EMOS2 CTI 0014 2001-11-25T12:00:01 CTI EXTENDED al 3.147+ NO

2 Changes

The orretion for Charge Transfer IneÆieny (CTI) of the MOSs has been further improved by

taking into aount the variations of the degradation rate sine the launh, mostly of the parallel

CTI. The previous modeling was based on a single linear degradation rate sine launh. Using

the emission lines from the alibration soure, the CTI was �tted in seven periods, where the

degradation was linear with time. The periods are delimited by the strongest solar ares, where the

CTI experiened step inreases.
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For this purpose the CTI algorithm had to be further re�ned. It is available in al 3.147 onwards

of the CAL (Calibration Aess Layer), under ALGOID = 2.

The CTI loss for an event in position (RAWX,RAWY) on the CCD is the sum of serial losses

and parallel losses : CTI = CTIX:RAWX + CTIY:RAWY

The previous CTI was modeled in SAS v5.3 as :
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The new CTI algorithm is modeled as :
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This new algorithm allows an energy-saling of the CTI that �ts very well the Mn and Al lines

of the internal alibration soure, see �gure 1.

3 Sienti� Impat of this Update

The performane of the new CTI orretion is ompared to the old one in �gure 2 for MOS1 and

�gure 3 for MOS2 for both Mn and Al line positions.

The new CTI algorithm redue by a about fator two the under-orretion in the energy sale

at Mn energies after revolution 350, where a series of strong solar are developed. The new CTI

orretion algorithm gives rather good results for MOS1, but still shows some under-orretion trend

with time for MOS2, where an under-orretion up to 10 eV an be observed. Some over-orretion

is also seen for both MOSs before revolution 100 (Cal/PV phase), although laking data in this

period.

The negative trend for under-orretion with time ould be due to a gain drift and shall be

orreted into the ADUGAIN CCF later on. This trend is better seen for the Al line, but aount

for a few eV only.
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4 Estimated Sienti� Quality

During elipse season, when the ameras are swithed o� at perigee passage, some serious over-

orretion an be observed for MOS2. (see �gure 4) It is not lear at the moment if this due to

hange in temperature of the CCD (the teleommanded set-point after swith-on (-97.74 C) is 2.3

degrees ooler than on-board set point (-100 C) used in standard operations for more than 90% of

the observations ) or if this due to a hange of the temperature of the EMAE warm eletroni box,

whih is ooler by a few degrees at the start of elipse revolution before stabilizing. In the latter ase

the impat on siene observation is probably small, as the EMAE temperature has settled almost

to a stable temperature by the time the �rst siene observation of the revolution has started.

The MOS CTI orretion is derived, as shown above, based on the data from the internal

alibration soure, whih provides a rather smooth and extended illumination over the �eld-of-view,

but whih might not be representative of sienti� pointings with (strong) point soures. The simple

MOS CTI orretion algorithm presented above is ount rate (ux) independent, while a ount rate

dependene is expeted, and implemented in SAS for the pn in muh more sophistiated way. In a

loal high ount rate, preursor events �ll the harge traps and redue the CTI. As a onsequene

CTI for these observations will be over-orreted. This is what has been observed on the extreme

ase of the Cas A SNR observation (bright eand extended emission), where an over-orretion of up

to 40-50 eV was seen at Mn energies ( 6keV), but muh less at lower energies

The omplex issue of the ux dependene of the MOS CTI has not been addressed yet, as no

model exists to our knowledge that ould take into aount the time-dependent degradation together.

Note that the worse CTI orretion for MOS2 internal alibration data ould be due to a ount rate

e�et (the MOS2 alibration soure is twie brighter than the one from MOS1), although their

energy sale is orreted based on parameters derived from the same observations. Note that this

over-orretion e�et is balaned by the (not-yet orreted gain) under-orretion trend, espeially

after revolution 350.

However for more ommon (representative) examples (e.g. bright AGNs), no signi�ant over-

orretion has been measured, but more investigations are needed to quantify this. Therefore we

estimate that for the vast majority of the soures, the MOS energy sale with this new

orretion shall be orret within 5eV at about 2 keV and within 10 eV at 6keV.

The same CTI orretion is applied to all MOS window modes. While it is believed to be a good

desription of the large and small window modes, it is expeted to yield to an over-orretion

in the Timing mode, beause olumn pixels are binned and harges transferred at a faster rate,

�lling more the harges traps on average, and hene reduing the CTI. An negative gain o�set of

13 eV has been reported by S. Sembay to minimize residuals around edges. A proper model for

the MOS CTI in timing mode is still to be developed.

Note �nally that, while ground software orretions for CTI manage to restore reasonnably

well most of the energy loss, inevitably the detetor energy FWHM has widened due to imperfet

orretion and the statistial noise of harge trapping. This is illustarted in �gure 5. The degradation

of the MOS energy resolution is about 20% by revolution 500, and is the main rational for ooling

the MOS CCDs to -120 C.
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5 Test proedures & results

The new CTI CCFs have been tested with the Development Trak (DT) version of the SAS at

VilSpa that inludes the new CTI algorithm, alled by the FITS header keyword ALGOID = 2.

The results have be shown in the previous setion.

6 Expeted Updates

A major update of the MOS CTI CCF is expeted one the operational temperature of the MOS

CCDs will lowered from the urrent temperature of -100 C down to -120 C, in NOvember 2002. An

initial test in revolution 448, shows that the CTI is redued by 2.5.
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Figure 1: MOSs transfer losses sine launh at Mn and Al energies, for the entral CCD, overlayed

with the CTI model as parametrized in the new set of CCFs
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Figure 2: Mn and Al reonstruted line positions for MOS1 CCD1 with the old CCF (left), and

with the new set of CCFs on the right sine launh

Figure 3: Mn and Al reonstruted line positions for MOS2 CCD1 with the old CCF (left), and

with the new set of CCFs (right), sine launh
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Figure 4: Mn and Al reonstruted line positions for MOS2 CCD1 sine launh at a wider sale

Figure 5: Monitoring of the MOS energy resolution with the emission lines of the internal alibration

soure


